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2. Hard foamboard
3. Polycarbonate
4. Foamboard with aluminium
5. MDF
6. Foamboard with plastic
7. Plexi

500-9854 - HF Routing Bit D6/3 L50/06 MP 1Fl UC

500-9856 - HF Routing Bit D6/4 L50/12 MP 1Fl UC

500-0859 - Routing Bit D6/6 L50/14 POLISHING

500-9857 - HF Routing Bit D6/6 L50/12 MP 1Fl UC BAL

500-9858 - HF Routing Bit D6/6 L58/22 MP 1Fl UC BAL
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500-9850 - Routing Bit D3/3 L60/10 1Fl UC 500-9852 - Routing Bit D4/4 L50/12 1Fl UC

ROUTING MODULE 

Standard Router
The Standard Routing Module on the Summa F Series has a 1 
kW motor, capable of handling most solid boards in the graphic 
and sign industry. Hard foam PVC, acrylic and aluminum 
covered foam boards as well as other materials, such as wood 
and MDF can be processed. 

HF Router (High Frequency Router)
The HF Routing Module is equipped with a high-frequency 
spindle and a higher power output, which allow higher 
processing speeds. The utmost balanced, high-frequency 
spindle provides for a much smoother finishing of rigid 
substrates. The bit is pneumatically controlled and can be 
replaced manually in a fast and simple way. This maximizes 
productivity of the cutter when processing, for instance, 
acrylics, wood and plastics. 

The Routing Modules for the F Series allocate slots 2 and 3 of 
the head. Slot 1 remains free for another tool. Of course, the 
modules can easily be attached to the mounting pole when 
not in use, making the two slots available again for other 
modules and tools. The modules are compatible with existing 
installations with a 3-phase power connection. SummaFlex Pro 
can drive the modules without the need to purchase any 
additional software upgrades.

 Video available on www.SummaAmerica.com/video/hf-router

AUTOMATED DEPTH CONTROL / ADC
The Automated Depth Control (ADC) simplifies tool, knife or bit 
changes significantly. The ADC measures the tip of the knife 
or bit accurately and sets the down position of the tool to the 
level of the table. 

When starting up the unit or after a tool change, all installed 
tools are measured to detect changes and avoid operator 
errors. The measurement only takes a few seconds and 
provides for a swift tool change. On all tangential controlled 
tools, the ADC can also detect the tangential calibration values 
(Origin, Lat and Long). This ensures the best settings can 
always be used to get the most optimal cut quality.

 Video available on www.SummaAmerica.com/video/adc

Both Routing Modules come with a vacuum cleaning kit to 
remove unwanted chips and dust. The kit includes a brush 
assembly, host and mounting pole (gantry). The vacuum 
cleaner is an optional accessory. GANTRY

STANDARD ROUTING MODULE

HF ROUTING MODULE




